Shapes

Fiction
Barnett, Mac.
- Square E B264sq
- Triangle E B264tr
Blankstone, Stella. Bear in a square E B576b
Budney, Blossom. A kiss is round E B859k
Fleming, Denise. Go, shapes, go! E F629g
Gravett, Emily. Blue chameleon E G788b
Greene, Rhonda Gowler. When a line bends—a shape begins E G822w
Heide, Florence Parry. The shrinking of Treehorn drawings E 362s
Henkes, Kevin. Circle dogs E H389ci
Maccarone, Grace. Three pigs, one wolf, and seven magic shapes 513 M129t
Mi-rang, Eom. Stamp, stamp E M673st
Murray, Diana. City shapes E M962c
Thong, Roseanne. Round is a mooncake : a book of shapes E T388r

Non Fiction
Benduhn, Tea. What is shape? 701.8 B432s
Campbell, Sarah C. Mysterious patterns : finding fractals in nature 516.185 C153m
Carle, Eric. My very first book of shapes E C192ms
Cohen, Marina. 3-D shapes 516 C66t
Friedman, Samantha. Matisse's garden 759.4 F914m
Law, Karina. Shapes and patterns 516 L412s
Loughrey, Anita.
- Circles 535.6 Ow2c
- Rectangles 516 L929r
- Squares 516 L929s
Loughrey, Anita. Triangles 516 L929t
Mamada, Mineko. Which is round? Which is bigger? 516.15 M31w
McAneney, Caitie. Quadrilaterals in art : reason with shapes and their attributes 516.15 M118g
My first shapes book E L477m
Neuschwander, Cindy. Sir Cumference and the first round table : a math adventure 516 N398sf
Pluckrose, Henry. What shape is it? 516 P728w
Reynolds, Edith. Brainy Baby's shapes & colors E B730s
Scott, Janine. The shape of things 516 Sco84s
Wall, Julia. Discovering 2-D shapes in art 701.8 W154d